Building Nuclear
Safeguards with STUK
International Ltd.

Safeguards are
required in a similar
manner from all
states before they can
proceed in development
of nuclear energy.

Finland is an Independent Pioneer in the Peaceful
Use of Nuclear Energy

Finland was the first state
(Feb 1972) to implement
Comprehensive Safeguards
Agreement (CSA) according to
NPT. We truly are forerunners in
the peaceful use of nuclear energy.

We are the technology-neutral
option – developing safeguards
with us does not bind you to any
solution or provider.

Our approach allows gradual
progress. Working together and
building your capacity, we guide
you step by step closer to effective
safeguards.

There are no shortcuts.
Safeguards are required in a similar
manner from all states before
they can proceed in development of
nuclear energy.
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Fact Finding is the initial step for developing a nuclear energy program that should

Fact
Finding –
Where Are
We?

soon follow the political decision to include nuclear power in national energy
strategy.
In this first step, STUK International will help you understand the current status
of the legal framework and international obligations, and to build a common
understanding of the work ahead to set up nuclear safeguards.

Fact Finding with STUK International includes the following:

1

First review of national legislation
and regulatory functions

2

A workshop for nuclear energy
stakeholders
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Technical Assessment will build on Fact Finding or similar information provided by

Technical
Assessment

the host state. At this stage, a state should have a preliminary view on its preferred
safeguards road-map. Our Technical Assessment team will then help you move
forward and implement existing recommendations into practice.

The main goal of the Technical Assessment is to create good
knowledge of the nuclear safeguards and required nuclear security
situation:

1.

2.

3.

How is a nuclear
material inventory
created?

How are a national
structure, skills and
competence for
safeguards built?

What changes are
needed in legislation,
other regulations and
instructions?
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Based on the analysis of information collected during the previous steps, STUK

Road map for
Establishing
SSAC

International, together with the client, will prepare a proposal for establishing the
new State system of accounting for and control of nuclear material (SSAC).
The SSAC will be designed to serve both national and international needs, i.e.
implementation of the international IAEA safeguards. The needs related to possible
bilateral safeguards and security related agreements will be taken into account.
The Road map includes priority setting, work processes (licensing, inspections,
reporting etc.) as well as proposals on competence needs and possible further
actions, including actions for legislative review. Practical advantage of the SSAC
structure is it now allows organizational planning.
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After a state has decided on the SSAC structure, it is time to build a core-team of

Training the
Safeguards
Core Team

experts that will carry out day-to-day safeguards control. Our Safeguards Core Team
training will give an intensive introduction to all aspects of safeguards work. Most
importantly, the training will enable the safeguards team to operate independently
and to design roles and responsibilities for team members.

Our trainings are always tailored to your needs. Topics may include
i.e. following:
International agreements related
to safeguards, i.e. Comprehensive
Safeguards Agreement, Additional
Protocol, Export Control, Physical
Protection and UNSC 1540

How to facilitate access for the IAEA

The roles between the regulator and
operator

National activities: Licensing,
Inspections, Communication with
stakeholders and public

IAEA reporting and controls
How to maintain the national
safeguards system (SSAC)

www.stukinternational.fi

